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 The Scope of Bare Nominals BERT LE BRUYN, M IN QUE, A N D H E N R I Ë T T E DE S WA RT∗



. Bare nominals take narrow scope—or not? Carlson (a) established that bare plurals in English necessarily take narrow scope with respect to another scope-bearing operator in the sentence, whereas singular indefinites take variable scope. The basic contrast is between the (a) and (b) sentences of () and (): √ √ () a. I didn’t see a spot on the floor. ¬∃/ ∃¬ √ b. I didn’t see spots on the floor. ¬∃/*∃¬ √ √ () a. John wants to meet a movie star. want> ∃/ ∃ >want √ b. John wants to meet movie stars. want> ∃/∗∃ >want The pattern extends to more complex sentences involving two scope-bearing operators (besides the indefinite/bare plural). After some discussion in the literature, it was established that singular indefinites can have an intermediate scope interpretation in sentences such as (a) (cf. Farkas , Ruys , Abusch , and others). However, bare plurals do not admit such intermediate scope readings, and are restricted to the narrow-scope interpretation in (b): () a. Every professor rewarded every student who read a book he had recommended. ∀>∃>∀ b. Every professor rewarded every student who read books he had recommended. ∀>∀>∃, *∀>∃>∀ ∗ We could not have written this paper without the invaluable help of Femke Smits and Hanna de Vries, who carried out the English experiment reported here (Hanna), and pilot experiments on Dutch and French (Femke), as part of the requirements for their Master in Linguistics at Utrecht University. We also thank an anonymous reviewer and the members of the Weak Referentiality project. The first and the third author gratefully acknowledge the financial support of NWO (grant --).
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(a) has a reading where every professor picked some book out of all the books he had recommended, and rewarded every student who read that book. Different books might have been picked by different professors. If (a) is understood this way, the indefinite NP a book he had recommended cannot be referential (i.e. take wide scope over both universal quantifiers), for it does not refer to a particular book. But it is not that students were rewarded just because they read any random recommended book (narrow-scope reading). For every professor, there was a particular book that was singled out for a reward: this is the intermediate scope reading. Crucially, this interpretation is claimed to be missing for the bare plural in (b). English is not alone or unusual in displaying the pattern illustrated in ()–(). The obligatory narrow scope of bare nominals was established for many languages, including Spanish (Espinal and McNally  and references therein), Hungarian (Farkas and de Swart ), Russian (Geist ), Albanian (Kallulli ), Hebrew (Doron ), Hindi (Dayal , b), Mandarin Chinese (Yang , Rullmann and You ), Indonesian (Chung , Sato ), Javanese (Sato ), Turkish (Bliss ), etc. Some examples are in () (from Espinal and McNally ), () (from Dayal ), () (from Yang ), () (from Doron ), and (a) (from Chung ) vs (b) (from Sato ): () a. No busco piso. not look.for-SG ‘I’m not looking for a(ny) flat.’ b. No busco pisos. not look.for-SG flats ‘I’m not looking for (any) flats.’



[Spanish] (narrow scope only)



(narrow scope only)



c. No busco un piso. not look.for-SG a flat ‘I’m not looking for any flat.’ / ‘There is a flat I am not looking for.’ () a. anu kitaab nahiiN paRhegii Anu book not read-F ‘Anu won’t read any book.’



[Hindi] (narrow scope only)



b. anu ek kitaab nahiiN paRhegii Anu one book not read-F ‘There is a book Anu will not read.’ and ‘Anu won’t read any book.’ () a. Mini xiang gen nianqing de xinlixuejia tantan. [Mandarin] Minnie wish with young mod psychiatrist talk ‘Minnie wishes to talk with young psychiatrists.’ (narrow scope only) b. Mini xiang gen yige nianqing de xinlixuejia tantan. Minnie wish with one-cl young mod psychiatrist talk ‘Minnie wishes to talk with a young psychiatrist.’ (wide/narrow scope)
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() a. lo noveax kelev not barks dog ‘It is not the case that a dog is barking.’ b. lo novxim klavim not bark dogs ‘Dogs are not barking.’ () a. Ali tidak jadi membeli buku. Ali not finished buy book ‘Ali didn’t buy any book(s).’



[Hebrew] (narrow scope only)



(narrow scope only) [Indonesian] (narrow scope only)



b. Ada sebuah buku yang Ali tidak jadi beli. exist one book that Ali Neg finish buy ‘There is a book that Ali didn’t buy.’ As the examples illustrate, some of these languages have bare nominals with general number (e.g. , ), while others have bare singulars and/or bare plurals (e.g. , , ).  But the observation that the bare nominal is restricted to a narrow-scope interpretation with respect to any other scope-bearing operator in the sentence is crosslinguistically stable. In languages where the contrast with a full indefinite is provided, it is the expression with an overt indefinite article or a numeral construction built on ‘one’ that takes wide or variable scope (, , , ). However, there are cracks in the picture. Carlson himself argues that both narrowand wide-scope interpretations are available for sentences like (): √ √ () John didn’t see parts of that machine. ¬∃/ ∃¬ Kratzer () noted that in contexts like () a German bare plural like Tollkirschen can take scope over the modal verb wollte: () Otto wollte Tollkirschen in den Obstsalat tun, Otto wanted belladonna_berries in the fruit_salad do



[German]



weil er sie mit richtigen Kirschen verwechselte. because he them with real cherries confused ‘Otto wanted to put belladonna berries in the fruit salad, because he mistook them for real cherries.’



 Languages with general number are those where bare nouns are neither singular nor plural but neutral or unspecified for number (cf. Corbett ).
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The standard reading of () is not that Otto wanted to poison the fruit salad by adding belladonna berries but rather that there were belladonna berries Otto wanted to put into the fruit salad because he mistook them for real cherries. More recently, Paul () argued that Malagasy bare nouns allow both narrowand wide-scope interpretations on the basis of the examples in (). () a. Mitady alika aho – na alika inona na alika at.look-for dog sg(nom) or dog what or dog inona. what ‘I’m looking for a dog—any dog.’



[Malagasy]



b. Mitady alika aho – kely sy mainty ilay izy. at.look-for dog sg(nom) small and black def (nom) ‘I’m looking for a dog—it’s small and black.’ According to Paul, (a) yields the expected narrow-scope interpretation, but the pick-up by a discourse-referential pronoun in (b) forces a wide-scope interpretation of the bare nominal alika. Finally, Nakanishi and Tomioka () argue that Japanese unmarked nominals take narrow scope, but their plural counterparts bearing the suffix -tati have a tendency to take wide scope. They offer the contrast in (): () a. Sono byooin-wa kanguhu-o sagasi-teiru. That hospital-top nurse-acc look for-prog ‘That hospital is looking for a nurse/nurses.’ √ look-for nurse, *nurse > look-for



[Japanese]



b. Sono byooin-wa kanguhu-tati-o sagasi-teiru. That hospital-top nurse-tati-acc look for-prog ‘There is a group of nurses that hospital is looking for.’ √ *look-for nurse, nurse > look-for Kanguhu-o and kanguhu-tati-o lack any further functional structure (no classifiers or determiners are present), so the contrast here is between an unmarked bare nominal with general number and a bare plural. According to Nakanishi and Tomioka, the semantics of tati-nominals in Japanese is quite different from the semantics of bare plurals in English. Studies of non-obligatory plural markers in other languages support the view that they often get specific or definite interpretations (cf. Iljic  for Chinese, Kester and Schmitt  for Papiamentu and Brazilian Portuguese, Dalrymple and Mofu  for Indonesian). Although the data in ()–() indicate that a more nuanced view of the scopal possibilities of bare nominals is called for, it is difficult to question the received view
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that bare nominals necessarily take narrow scope, because of the massive, crosslinguistic evidence that seems to support that view (cf.()–()). Yet, the aim of this paper is to convince the reader that wide-scope readings of bare nominals may be rare in daily language (which might explain why they have escaped our attention), but are not excluded by the grammar. In order to avoid individual judgment clashes we will ground our claim in experimental results. Note that the terms bare nominal and bare plural in the paper should be read as descriptive terms referring to surface realizations. We remain neutral about structural differences between various types of bare nominals. In this we follow the literature: the scope potential of bare nominals has been assumed to be independent of their underlying structure. The paper is organized as follows. In section . we briefly discuss the rationale behind the experiments. Section . contains a full presentation of the English experiment, including a discussion of the results. Section . presents a preview of the experiments for Mandarin Chinese and Dutch. Section . concludes.



. The experiment: design, dos, and don’ts In this section we sketch the general design of the experiment. Section .. looks at the objections that can and have been raised against examples ()–(), the don’ts. Section .. formulates ways to circumvent these problems, the dos. The design in section .. follows the dos and avoids the don’ts. .. The don’ts In what follows we go through the examples in ()–() and list the objections that have been raised against them. ... Parts of that machine: the problem of modification The reason () doesn’t play an important role in the debate on the scopal properties of bare plurals in English is that the bare plural is modified (parts of that machine). Even though no one has ever really probed the influence of modification, received wisdom has it that using modification to test the scope of bare nominals is a way of cheating. We would like to challenge this idea. Our motivation for doing so is the following: even those NPs that are assumed to take wide and intermediate scope freely do so only reluctantly if they are not modified (cf. Ionin  on singular indefinites). As a consequence, it would be hard to check whether alleged ‘narrow-scope-only’ NPs could take wide or intermediate scope if the use of modification were proscribed. But then, we need to prove that modified bare nominals are still bare, i.e. there is no overt material in D (contra e.g. Delfitto and Schroten ). Observe that count singular nouns in languages like English and Italian need a determiner to be able to appear in argument position. If modified bare nominals were
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in some way DPs, modification should be a sufficient condition for bare singulars to appear in argument position in English and Italian. The unacceptability of () and () shows that this prediction is not borne out, and modification cannot be held responsible for there being overt material in D:  () *I saw corrupt politician. () *Ho visto politico corrotto. For our experiment, the unacceptability of () and () means that the only influence modification has on the syntax of bare nominals is that of making the bare nominal somewhat heavier.  This type of influence is known to have pragmatic rather than deep syntactic consequences (cf. section .).  To our knowledge there are two ways in which modification could influence the results of a scope experiment focusing on bare nominals. The first is that modification has been argued to block kind formation (Chierchia ). Under the assumption that the narrow-scope behavior of bare nominals is related to their kind interpretation, this would mean modification has an impact on the scope potential of bare nominals. However, examples with deictics—the hallmark of situation boundedness—show that modification does not block kind formation: () Sources of the type of rock crystals I found yesterday are widespread in England and Europe. () People that want to work with that guy are close to extinction. Under the assumption that are widespread and are close to extinction are predicates that apply to kinds, () and () show that even modification containing deictics like I and that do not block kind formation. We conclude that the influence of modification on kind formation—and by extension on the scope of bare nominals—has to be pragmatic rather than semantic in nature. The second way modification might play a role is by turning quantificational bare nominals into referential ones. Given that it is very hard to create a context that allows one to distinguish between referential readings of bare plurals and their widescope readings, modification might have an important impact on the outcome of our experiments. However, the acceptability of () shows that modification is not  Another argument one could develop has to do with the fact that lexical material in D should behave like an adjectival determiner—a determiner that can appear in predicate position (cf. Delfitto and Schroten ). One of the characteristics of these determiners is that they allow for N ellipsis (I saw three, I saw many). No N ellipsis seems to be allowed for modified bare plurals though: *I saw corrupt.  For reasons of space we leave out our discussion of pronominal modification that might have an effect on the availability of intermediate scope readings (cf. Kratzer ). Our experiments do not test for intermediate scope (see section ..).  Syntactic heaviness has been argued to restrict movement. On a QR analysis of scope ambiguities this might then influence possible readings. Note though that the only effect this would have in our experiments is that the bare plurals in question get wide scope less easily.
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semantically related to a referentializing function, i.e. it doesn’t turn quantificational expressions into referential ones: () no-one of them, no song I was hoping for, no famous Dostoyevsky novel, no tricks from the required list at the contest If modification had a built-in referentializing function we would predict it to be incompatible with quantifiers like no that never get a referential reading (Partee ). We conclude that modification does not create readings—neither referential readings nor genuine wide-scope readings—that are unavailable without it. If modified bare nominals are still bare (i.e. do not project a D), and modification has no semantic effect on the scopal properties of bare nominals or any other NPs, the effect of modification can only be pragmatic in nature: it makes NPs heavier and it may bring out readings that are available anyway. ... Belladonna berries: the distinction between de re/de dicto and transparent/ opaque As for the belladonna berries in (), it has been argued that the example doesn’t necessarily show wide scope of the bare plural. More specifically, it has been argued that Tollkirschen takes narrow scope in (). Indeed, what () means is not that there was a specific set of berries that Otto wanted to put in the salad but rather that it was his wish to put berries in the salad and that he mistook the berries he put in for edible berries (viz. cherries). What takes wide scope then is not the quantifier corresponding to the belladonna berries but the descriptive content belladonna berries. Van Geenhoven () uses this minimal difference in interpretation to argue that we should distinguish between de re/de dicto readings on the one hand and transparent/ opaque readings on the other hand. ... Dogs: the danger of discourse anaphora Paul’s argument concerning the Malagasy examples in () relies on the impossibility of anaphoric pick-up of discourse referents that are embedded under a modal operator. Given the existence of modal subordination in examples like (), the argument is far from waterproof. () You must write a letter to your parents. It has to be sent by airmail. Geurts and van der Sandt () Crucially, it in the second sentence of () picks up the letter introduced in the first sentence, despite the fact that a letter is embedded under the modal operator must. Facts like () cast serious doubt on the validity of arguments based on anaphoric pick-up of discourse referents embedded under a modal operator. ... Tati-plurals: sometimes plural markers are more than what they seem The fact that the tati-plurals in () prefer a specific reading suggests that tati might be more than just a plural marker. One option would be to assume that tati is a portmanteau morpheme that plays a role both at the NumP and the DP level. Tati-plurals would
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then no longer be bare plurals and would accordingly no longer play a role in the debate on the scope of bare nominals. ... Summarizing From the above discussion of examples ()–() we conclude that we have to be careful with de re/de dicto readings, discourse anaphoricity and plural markers that might indicate more than plurality in the design of our experiment. We furthermore take it to be established that modification can have no decisive impact on the outcome of scope experiments. .. The dos This section addresses the question how to set up an experiment that circumvents all the problems raised by the don’t issues, but still tests for the scopal properties of bare nominals. Our first suggestion is to focus on truth conditions and not on discourse properties. Given that anaphors are flexible, any argument that relies on them is by definition suspicious. Second, we propose to restrict our investigation to the interaction between bare nominals and negation. This is partly inspired by the belladonna problem, but is also due to the observation that potential wide-scope readings of bare nominals embedded under modal operators like want or universal quantifiers like every entail the narrow-scope readings. Consider (b). If we want to claim that this sentence has a wide-scope interpretation under which there are movie stars John wants to meet (∃>want), we run into the problem that any situation which renders this interpretation true, also makes the narrow-scope reading true under which John wants to meet some movie stars (want>∃). This makes it impossible to conclude that a native speaker accepting the sentence as a good description of an alleged wide-scope situation does so under the wide-scope reading of the bare plural. A set-up with negation avoids these problems. On the widely accepted narrow-scope reading of (b), the speaker shouldn’t have seen a single spot on the floor whereas on its alleged wide-scope reading, it would be possible for the speaker to have seen some spots. In a situation in which it is clear that the speaker saw spots we then predict only the wide-scope reading to be possible. This shows that negation makes it possible to create a truth-conditional contrast between narrow- and wide-scope readings of bare nominals.  An unfortunate side effect of the focus on truth-conditional contrasts is that negation rules out the possibility of checking for intermediate scope. Given that stacked negations don’t lead to truth-conditionally distinguishable intermediate and  Complex determiners like exactly ten don’t pose the same problem as every (see e.g. Ruys ). However, it’s not easy to exploit this in an experimental setting without drawing the subject’s attention too much to what is at stake in the experiment, viz. the scope of the bare nominal.
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narrow-scope readings it is simply impossible to check for intermediate scope.  ,  We accept this as a limitation of our design. In order to avoid interference from modification we have two options. The first is to avoid using modification altogether. The second is to use modification in all test conditions: a variable that is kept constant across test conditions will not affect the validity of the comparison between the conditions.  We adopt the first option in the Mandarin experiment and the second one in the English and Dutch experiment.  .. The design As dictated by the dos, the experiment focuses on the interaction of bare nominals with negation. This leads to the first condition: the one in which we check the acceptability of bare nominals in contexts in which we force them to take wide scope with respect to negation. We also need to create a potential contrast, though: we need conditions that allow us to contextualize the acceptability judgments subjects give for the bare nominals. This leads to two more conditions: one in which we check the acceptability of full indefinites in wide-scope contexts and one in which we check the acceptability of negative polarity items in wide-scope contexts. Negative polarity items are by definition expressions that take narrow scope with respect to negation.  Full indefinites are supposed to be free to take either narrow or wide scope with respect to negation. The rationale behind the experiment is as follows: if bare plurals take wide scope, we expect them to behave differently from negative polarity items, if bare plurals don’t take wide scope, we expect them to behave differently from full indefinites. Note that, in order for our experimental results to lead to valid conclusions, NPIs should contain overt Ds. Even though this is generally accepted in the literature on NPIs it makes sense to present two explicit arguments in favor of the D status of NPIs that crucially distinguish them from adjectives and range them among the class of (quantificational) determiners. We will focus here on NPI any and assume similar arguments can be made for the other NPIs we use.   We forced intermediate scope syntactically by adding a bound pronoun to the bare nominal in a Dutch pilot experiment, but the scenarios we ended up with were too complex to trust any of the results that came out of these items.  Ionin () developed an interesting way to test intermediate scope for singular indefinites. Regretfully this method cannot be transposed to bare plurals.  One might object that the kinds of modification we use in our English and Dutch questionnaires are not exactly the same throughout. We agree that the exact type of modification varies from one item to the next but fail to see how this could influence the results in a relevant way (cf. ..).  We make an exception for non-atomic NPIs, i.e. NPIs that don’t consist of a single determiner (think of a single). Given that these are already modified determiners we decided not to add yet another modification.  We are indepted to Andrea Gualmini for the suggestion to use negative polarity items as a baseline.  We are indepted to Norbert Corver for discussion of the proposed arguments.
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The first argument comes from the fact that NPIs pattern with quantificational determiners and numerals and contrast with adjectives in licensing noun ellipsis: () He saw most books.



>



He saw most.



() He saw three books.



>



He saw three.



() He saw red books.



>



*He saw red.



() He saw books.



>



*He saw.



() He didn’t see any books.



>



He didn’t see any.



(‘He saw books.’)



The second argument in favor of the D status of NPI any is that in cases in which it doesn’t behave like a normal determiner, it still patterns with quantifiers. Indeed, even though most determiners cannot combine with where, one, thing, . . . the only other items that can combine with these are the prototypical quantifiers no and every: () *twowhere, *houseone, *redwhere () nowhere, everyone, nothing () anywhere, anyone, anything Based on the contrasts in () to () we conclude that an NPI like any counts as an overt D and can be used in experiments to contrast with bare nominals.  With the above qualification in place we are in a position to show how the abstract design we proposed can be made more concrete. We will present the English version of the experiment in section . and a preview of the Mandarin Chinese and the Dutch ones in section ..



. Experiment on the scopal behavior of English bare plurals In our research, we did not address the scopal behavior of English bare plurals until after we had conducted a series of experiments on Mandarin Chinese, Dutch, and French. In this paper we choose to focus on the English experiment, for reasons of space and transparency of the data. We do however provide a preview of the Mandarin Chinese and Dutch experiments in section .. .. The design of the experiment Following the general design presented in section ., we compared the behavior of bare plurals to that of singular indefinites and (existential) negative polarity items. The basic set-up was that of a questionnaire with a number of short dialogues. We  Another argument could be developed on the basis of the fact that—unlike standard adjectives—any cannot occur behind another adjective. This strongly suggests it’s structurally higher than an adjective.
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illustrate with an item containing a singular indefinite that we expected to be good at taking wide scope over negation. () David has just returned from a concert. Claire wonders how it was. Claire: You’re looking a bit disappointed. David: Well, it was pretty OK, but they didn’t play a song I was hoping for. Claire: None of the songs you were hoping for whatsoever? David: Oh, they played some of them. Just not my absolute favorite. Does the underlined part form an appropriate continuation of the dialogue? (no) -  -  -  -  - (yes) The crucial parts of this dialogue are the DP a song in David’s first utterance and the final utterance of David (henceforth the continuation). The fact that the band played some songs he hoped for but not his absolute favorite is only compatible with the wide-scope reading of a song over negation. Crucially, in all the test items the underlined sentence unambiguously conveys a wide-scope existential quantification over negation. The instructions were to determine whether the underlined part forms an appropriate continuation of the dialogue, in other words, whether it makes sense given the context established. Answers had to be given on a scale from  (for sentences that make no sense whatsoever) to  (for sentences that are perfectly appropriate). Three more general design choices should be highlighted. The first is the small introduction. We added this to set the scene for the dialogue and add to its naturalness. The second choice is that the dialogue is in an ABAB format, such that the person (B) who uttered the relevant DP also got to utter the underlined sentence. The purpose of this setup was to avoid epistemic problems (does the person uttering the underlined sentence know what the situation is?) and to make bad continuations even more blatant (assuming that subjects will be more bothered by someone contradicting himself than by someone contradicting someone else). The third and final design choice is that we added some form of modification on all test items (an adjective, a relative clause, or a PP complement). By doing so we neutralized the potential effect of modification: if modification allows one type of DP/NP to take wide-scope we would expect it to allow other DP/NPs to take wide-scope as well. We assume that singular indefinites are free to take wide or narrow scope (cf. section .), so we expect native speakers to grade the test item in () as  on the acceptability scale. Singular indefinites are contrasted with negative polarity items. Negative polarity items are expected to block the wide-scope interpretation, because they need to be in the semantic scope of their licensing operator. Accordingly, we expect native speakers to reject the continuation in contexts like (): () Aidan and Brenda discuss the homework they are about to hand in, which consists of five assignments. The professor has announced that handing in at least four of them is the minimum requirement for a passing grade.
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Did you manage to finish all five assignments? No, I didn’t have time to look at any of them. Sounds like you have a problem . . . Nah, I’ll be fine. I finished four of them, so I should get a passing grade.



Under all standard theories of negative polarity items, the interpretation ∃¬ is not available for the first sentence uttered by Brenda. Accordingly, native speakers should assign the test item in () a  on the acceptability scale. The contrast between the scopal properties of singular indefinites and negative polarity items in negation contexts allows us to evaluate the scopal behavior of bare plurals in English. () gives an example of a test item involving bare plurals: () Eve and Flynn work for the same company. One of their colleagues has recently been fired. Eve: Do you know why they sent Geoffrey packing? Flynn: Well, he has not cooperated with colleagues on his team since last Christmas. Eve: His team, that’s Judy, Vikash, and Alexander, right? Flynn: That’s right. He did work with Alexander, but he flat out refused to even talk to Vikash and Judy. The question under investigation is whether bare plurals in items like () behave more like singular indefinites (which take variable scope, and allow the interpretation ∃¬ which should be judged acceptable in contexts like ()), or like negative polarity items (expected to block the wide-scope interpretation in ()). If bare plurals are restricted to narrow-scope readings, native speakers should label the continuation in () as  on the acceptability scale. If, on the other hand, they judge the underlined sentence in () to be fine in the context developed so far, they must allow for the wide-scope interpretation (∃¬). Two examples were provided to train participants before starting the actual task. There were seven relevant test items, including two with negative polarity items, two with singular indefinites, and three with bare plurals. The relevant test items were interspersed with five fillers. The questionnaire was run past two native speakers for a grammar, spelling, and style check. The preliminaries included an innocentlooking short list of general questions (age, sex, and age at which the subject started learning English) that in reality was used to weed out non-native speakers. The complete experiment was put online and prospective subjects were contacted by mail. For an overview of all the items in the questionnaire we refer the reader to the Appendix.
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.. Results The online questionnaire got over eighty responses, of which sixty-three remained after weeding out incomplete responses and non-native speakers. The remaining group of subjects consisted of speakers of English from all over the world, ranging in age from  to . Seven of them answered the extended questionnaire, in which they were asked to motivate their grades. We report on the extended answers in section .. below. On a scale from  to , NPI test items received the lowest scores, and the BP and SI items are much higher rated. The results are summarized in Table .. Intuitions were consistently clear on NPIs (mean grade: . and .), and the first singular indefinite (SI mean grade: .), with only a few outliers rating the NPI higher than  or the SI lower than . SI has an unexpectedly low mean grade (.) combined with a high standard deviation (.). Because of its irregular behavior, we leave it out of the statistical analysis.  Although the items containing a bare plural were not as widely accepted as SI, the mean grades of ., ., and . clearly show that a wide-scope reading for the bare plural is available to many, if not most speakers of English. To calculate the difference between the mean responses, we conducted a pairedsamples t-test. Unlike the independent-samples t-test, which compares two different



Table .. Availability of wide-scope reading for bare plurals (BP), negative polarity items (NPI), and singular indefinites (SI) in English: means and standard deviations



Type 



Type  Type 



BP BP BP NPI NPI SI SI



Mean



Std. deviation



. . . . . . .



. . . . . . .



 We were testing the availability of the wide-scope reading of the following indefinite (the full dialogue is given in item  of the Appendix):



(i) She seemed to think I was an illiterate barbarian, because I’ve never read a famous Dostoyevsky novel. The distribution of the subjects’ grades showed a U-shaped curve, with most subjects either awarding a very low grade ( or ) or a very high grade (). The motivations provided indicate that people who reject the wide-scope reading perceive the continuation as contradicting the statement in (i). It is possible that the use of never, rather than not (used in all other sentences) creates an unwanted difference in scopal behavior. The Dostoyevsky problem teaches us that even a full indefinite that is firmly established as ambiguous may fail to get a salient wide-scope reading if the context happens to be a bit unfortunately chosen.
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populations, the paired-samples t-test is used to compare two related variables measured in a single population. Since the same group of subjects graded every relevant test item, this allows us to compare two values for each individual in the population (hence the ‘pair’). We expect those grades to be related, since they are all rooted in scope, and reflect the subject’s individual preferences and their ability to get a wide-scope reading or handle ambiguities. A small difference in means results in a low t-value (i.e. close to ), and likewise, a large difference results in a high t-value (i.e. far from ). If bare plurals are restricted to a narrow-scope interpretation, we expect very low t-values on the BP-NPI comparisons, for participants should rate both types of items consistently. Both BP-SI and NPI-SI comparisons should lead to very high t-values, because singular indefinites behave quite differently from both bare plurals and NPIs under this hypothesis. If, on the other hand, bare plurals tolerate a wide-scope interpretation, we expect very low t-values on the BP-SI comparisons, and very high t-values on the BP-NPI and SI-NPI comparisons. As shown in Table ., the t-values on the SI-NPI comparison are high (far from ), which is in line with both hypotheses, and thus provides general support for the use of this test. Given that the t-values on the BP-SI comparison are low (close to ), and the t-values on BP-NPI comparisons are high (far from ), the paired t-test reveals that the behavior of bare plurals is more closely related to that of singular indefinites than that of negative polarity items. This result is indicative of the availability of a wide-scope reading for bare plurals. As Table . indicates, we find significant differences between all classes.  Within classes, the contrast between NPI and NPI is not significant, and neither is the contrast between BP and BP or BP and BP. The only significant contrast is between BP and BP, with BP showing a markedly higher tolerance for wide-scope readings than BP.



Table .. Comparison of the means of our various test items: paired t-tests. The table shows t-values and -tailed significance (p-value) NPI



NPI SI BP BP BP



NPI



SI



BP



BP



t



p



t



p



t



p



t



p



t



p



. −. −. −. −.



. . . . .



− −. −. −. −.



− . . . .



− . . .



− . . .



− . .



− . .



− .



− .



 We set the significance level at p=.. If pequals . this means that there is a  percent chance we could have found similar differences by chance alone.
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.. Subjects’ comments The disadvantage of a study that just churns out numbers is that one remains in the dark as to why people accept or reject a certain sentence. As the Dostoyevsky problem taught us (cf. footnote  above), contextual features can have unwanted influences on the subjects’ judgments. In order to make sure we did not inadvertently test for anything else but scopal behavior, we asked a small group of subjects to provide motivations for their grades. This was easily done by changing the questionnaire a bit after the first wave of responses had subsided, and sending the link to a new group of potential subjects. Seven people completed the new questionnaire, and their judgments were included in the statistics reported in section ... Here we focus on the reasons people provide to accept or reject a particular continuation.  Participants accepted the wide-scope reading of the singular indefinite in configuration () on the following grounds: () a. David’s final remark clarifies his first remark. b. David said a song, but Claire misunderstood, and thought none of the songs David liked were played. The motivation provided in (b) clearly indicates an awareness of the scopal interaction between the negation marker and the singular indefinite. Participants rejected the wide-scope reading of the negative polarity item in configuration () by labeling the underlined sentence as contradicting the statement including any: () a. No, because she indicates that she hasn’t had time to look at them, yet she’s finished four. It doesn’t make sense. b. Brenda’s final statement contradicts her first statement. These responses support the view that negative polarity items are not perceived as potentially variable in scope with respect to the negation marker in the sentence. An argument in favor of the claim that bare plurals behave like singular indefinites is that some subjects explicitly note that the bare plurals are ambiguous in configurations like (), cf. (a,b). Others provide motivations that look very similar to their reasons to accept singular indefinites with a wide-scope reading (c):



 One might consider that adding subjects’ comments of  people, out of , provides a low qualitative assessment. We agree that we could have asked more participants to add comments but note that this might have influenced the task (in general the subjects who were asked to add comments systematically graded all items slightly higher). Another objection one might have is that the comments of the subjects are introspective and impressionistic. We would tend to disagree: the experiment is based on truth conditions and we don’t see how the evaluation of truth and falsity have anything to do with introspective and/or impressionistic judgments.
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() a. It’s just plausible that you could assume from the second line that he didn’t work with any of them (which is contradicted by the fourth line), but it’s also reasonable to assume from the second line that he didn’t work with some of them. b. Seems fine. There’s a way of reading Flynn’s first comment as being about ‘some colleagues’, not ‘all’. c. Flynn’s final statement expands on his first statement and answers Eve’s second question. Of course, lay people do not use the technical notion of scope, but their motivations clearly indicate that their responses are sensitive to the scopal interaction between negation and the nominal expression in the sentence. .. Discussion The statistical analysis of the outcome of the experiment supports the view that bare plurals in English allow for wide-scope readings, at least in the right context.  Participants treat bare plurals more like indefinite singulars than like negative polarity items. Even so, bare plurals are judged slightly more awkward in wide-scope configurations than singular indefinites. Even though the SI-BP differences in the paired t-test are small, they are significant (p>.), and definitely not the result of a coincidence. Ideally, of course, there would be no significant difference in behavior between these two types of expressions, if the scopal properties of bare plurals and singular indefinites are the same. For example, NPI and NPI are so similar that there is no significant difference between them. However, there are of course differences between the test items that have nothing to do with the scopal properties of their nominals, but may still be reflected in subjects’ grades. The most striking example is the difference between SI and SI (see footnote ). Along similar lines, note that there are small, but significant differences between the three bare plurals. The difference between BP and BP (t=.) is even larger than the difference between BP and SI (t=.). The reasons provided in section .. suggest that the subjects are aware of the fact that scopal differences are at stake, and treat bare plurals as more similar in scopal behavior to singular indefinites than to negative polarity items. This qualitative result indicates that the experiment is sensitive enough to test a subtle intuition like scope, and supports the validity of the statistics. Yet, some participants point out that the use of the bare plural is not the best choice in this context, and that it would have been more idiomatic to use ‘some’ here. Again, this indicates that wide-scope readings are slightly less acceptable for bare plurals than for singular indefinites.  We remain neutral about what might be responsible for the acceptability of the wide-scope readings of bare plurals. The only point we try to make is that narrow scope is not grammatically enforced for bare nominals. This of course does not mean that there aren’t any semantic, syntactic, or pragmatic factors that enhance wide-scope readings.
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All in all, we take the results to support the availability of a wide-scope reading for English bare plurals, at least in contexts that elicit this interpretation. The same kind of contextual support is needed for singular indefinites, so bare plurals and singular indefinites behave quite similarly with respect to negation. In contrast, the behavior of bare plurals in the c-command domain of a negation marker is significantly different from that of a negative polarity item. We take this outcome to shed serious doubt on the claim that bare plurals in English always take narrow scope (Carlson a). At this point, it seems crucial to get cross-linguistic support for the claim that bare nominals are not restricted to a narrow-scope reading. In section . we turn to Mandarin Chinese and Dutch and give a preview of the experiments we are working on for these languages.



. A preview of Mandarin Chinese and Dutch Due to space considerations we don’t give a full presentation of the Mandarin Chinese and the Dutch experiment but we do give a preview. The previews will show that the experimental design presented in section . can be extended to other languages and that there is good reason to believe that the wide-scope potential of bare nominals is not restricted to English. .. Mandarin Chinese The rationale behind the Mandarin experiment is the same as the one behind the English one: if bare nominals can take wide scope we expect them to pattern with full indefinites and not with NPIs in contexts that force them to take wide scope over negation. In what follows we briefly discuss some relevant test items and show how we can overcome some language-specific challenges. We use ren-he ‘any’ as a negative polarity item. () spells out one of the test items with this NPI. Note that only the crucial sentence is given in Mandarin here. Of course, the entire dialogue as well as the introduction are in Mandarin in the actual questionnaire: () Xiaoming and Xiaoguang discuss the homework they’re going to submit tomorrow, which consists of four assignments. The teacher has announced that handing in at least two of these is the minimum requirement for a passing grade. Xiaoming: ‘Have you finished all your assignments?’ Xiaoguang: Wo meiyou zuo ren-he zuoye. I not do NPI assignment Xiaoming: ‘Oh, you’ll be in trouble.’ Xiaoming: ‘I won’t. I’ve done two of them, so I’ll get a passing grade.’
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The licensing conditions on the NPI ren-he ‘any’ in Mandarin being comparable to those on English NPIs (cf. ()), we expect the subjects to reject this continuation. As for SIs, we got some surprising results in one of the pilot experiments. We discuss on the basis of (). () Xiaolun went to a concert by a band he likes very much. His friend Xiaofeng was asking what he thought about it. Xiaofeng: ‘You look a bit disappointed.’ Xiaolun: ‘Yeah, it was OK, but I am indeed a bit disappointed.’ Tamen mei-you chang yi-shou ge. They not-have sing one-CL song Xiaofeng: ‘Oh, what’s up?’ Xiaolun: ‘They sang quite a few songs, but they didn’t sing my favorite song of theirs. I went there especially for that song!’ The Mandarin counterpart of the English singular indefinite used in () is the construction ‘yi-cl noun’. This construction may function as the cardinal ‘one’, when yi is stressed, or as an indefinite, when yi is unstressed (Rullmann and You ). With a written questionnaire, we can obviously not control for stress. However, under both readings, the yi-cl nominal is claimed to allow for a wide-scope interpretation (cf. ()), so we assumed we could use this item as a comparison to the bare nominal. Things turned out differently though: the item in () triggered a surprisingly low score in a pilot experiment, namely . with a standard deviation of .. After consulting more native speakers we found that the yi-cl nominal often gets an ‘even one’ reading when it follows negation. To avoid this negative polarity like reading we decided to replace yi-cl by the plural indefinite yixie (‘some’). We illustrate the bare nominal items on the basis of (). () Dajie (‘oldest sister’) and Erjie (‘second oldest sister’) were talking about why their Xiaodi ( ‘youngest brother’) was scolded by their mother. Dajie: ‘Do you know why mom scolded Xiaodi?’ Erjie: ‘Not a big thing. Ta mei huan dengpao.’ He not change bulb Dajie: ‘Huh? I saw him changing the bulb in his room.’ Erjie: ‘That he changed, but he didn’t change the one in mom and dad’s room. Mom had asked him to change these two.’ In order to set up the bare nominals as non-definite, they appear in postverbal position, and occur as discourse new and discourse non-unique in the dialogue. If dengpao tolerates a wide-scope interpretation, subjects should judge the final utterance of Erjie in () appropriate. If dengpao can only get a narrow-scope interpretation (cf. Yang
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), subjects should judge Erjie’s final utterance inappropriate.  The results we obtained strongly suggest that subjects allow for a wide-scope reading: we obtained a mean of . and a standard deviation of .. One final remark about negation is in order. In Mandarin there are two negation markers, namely bu and mei or meiyou, and there are aspectual constraints on their use (cf. Xiao and McEnery ). The differences between them are still under debate but we neutralize their influence by including both in all three conditions. So far, we haven’t found any differences related to scope. .. Dutch The Dutch experiment also conforms to the general design presented in section .. What makes Dutch an interesting language to pay closer attention to is that it generally looks very similar to English, but it has an additional quirk, namely it allows scrambling of NP/DPs over negation. In what follows we briefly discuss some relevant test items and show how the possibility of scrambling increases the number of conditions. In () we spell out an SI test item. Note that we split up the SI condition into two: one with an unscrambled SI and one with a scrambled one. () presents the unscrambled condition. It suffices to change the order of niet and aan een boek to get an idea of the scrambled condition: () Classmates Marleen and Tanja are talking about French books they have to read for schol. They have to read at least two books by Zola, Flaubert, or de Maupassant. Zola is most readable, but Maupassant’s stories are shorter, so it is a difficult choice. Marleen: Did you choose Zola or de Maupassant? Tanja: De Maupassant. Ik moet toegeven dat ik niet aan een boek van Zola ben I must admit that I not at a book by Zola am begonnen. started ‘I have to admit that I didn’t start a book by Zola.’ Marleen: Really? I read Germinal by Zola, and it wasn’t so bad. But I understand that Nana is really a great book. Well, I worked through all of Nana, but La bête humaine by Zola Tanja: didn’t look any good, so I returned that to the library. One might wonder why we embedded the SI in a PP. This proved a necessary move, because Dutch does not tolerate the adjacent word order of the negation marker with  Note that, even if we would not have succeeded in avoiding a definite reading, subjects should still have rejected the continuation on this reading. This is due to the fact that a definite reading of the bare nominal is truth-conditionally indistinguishable from a narrow-scope indefinite reading.
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an indefinite or bare plural. That is (a) is simply ungrammatical, and Dutch speakers use (b): () a. *Ik weet dat Suzanne niet een cadeau voor Marieke heeft I know that Suzanne not a present for Marieke has gekocht. bought b. Ik weet dat Suzanne geen cadeau voor Marieke heeft gekocht. I know that Suzanne no present for Marieke has bought ‘I know that Suzanne didn’t buy a present for Marieke.’ The ungrammaticality of (a) implies that we cannot use it in our experiment. We cannot use (b) either, because geen only allows for narrow-scope interpretations. In order to avoid the adjacency problem, we make sure some other expression intervenes between the negator niet and the indefinite article a. This should restore the possibility of a wide-scope reading. Following the suggestions in de Swart (), we use prepositions to this end.  This is why () contains the PP aan een boek. For consistency we used PPs in all conditions even though neither NPIs nor scrambled NP/DPs would need them. We assume a weak correlation between word order and scope according to which scrambling leads to obligatory wide-scope, but lack of scrambling does not. Given that we are testing wide-scope readings, we thus expect the subjects to accept the continuation sentences with SIs both in the scrambled and the unscrambled condition. As an NPI we use ook maar één, the emphatic version of ‘any’. () spells out one of the test items. () Hans and Brenda are discussing the homework they had to turn in today. There were five assignments, and the teacher had announced that everyone needed to hand in at least four in order to get a passing grade. Hans: I thought the homework for today was really hard, don’t you agree? Brenda: Ik had het zo druk met het tennistoernooi dit weekend, I had it so busy with the tennis tournament this weekend dat ik niet aan ook maar één opdracht heb gewerkt. that I not at NPI assignment have worked ‘The tennis tournament kept me so busy this weekend that I did not get to work on any assignment whatsoever.’ Hans: Then you are going to be in trouble today, I am afraid. Brenda: I’ll be OK. I finished the first four, so I’ll get a passing grade all right. The acceptability judgment for the continuation sentence in () is predicted to be quite low, for the NPI is interpreted in the semantic scope of negation in Brenda’s first  As far as we can see, the addition of a preposition can only make wide scope harder to get (because of the deeper embedding of the bare nominal). We therefore take this move to be harmless in our experiment.
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utterance, whereas her last utterance enforces a wide-scope interpretation. Note that we do not split the NPI condition into a scrambled and an unscrambled one. This is due to the fact that NPIs are ungrammatical in scrambled position: () *Ik had het zo druk met het tennistoernooi dit weekend, dat I had it so busy with the tennis_tournament this weekend, that ik aan ook maar één opdracht niet heb gewerkt. I at NPI assignment not have worked. Given that the aim of the experiment is to test acceptability judgments bearing on possible scope relations, we do not want to confuse the participants with ungrammatical sentences. This is why we restrict the NPIs to their unscrambled position. Finally, we turn to bare plurals. Parallel to SIs we split up the bare condition into a scrambled and an unscrambled one. () spells out an item of the scrambled condition: () Bram is organizing a party for his th birthday. Sanne, his girlfriend, left yesterday in an angry mood. Maartje and Jurre are in the same year as Sanne and are talking about Bram. Maartje: Do you know why Sanne is angry with Bram? Jurre: Ze is boos omdat hij vrienden van haar niet heeft She is angry because he friends of her not has invited for the party uitgenodigd voor het feest. ‘She’s angry because he didn’t invite friends of her’s to the party.’ Maartje: Last year there was a similar problem when he didn’t invite Lieke even though she’s Sanne’s best friend. Jurre: Yes, he promised to do better this year so he did invite Lieke but he still hasn’t invited Tanja and Nico, even though Sanne really wanted him too. Under the assumption that bare plurals cannot scope over negation and that scrambling correlates with wide-scope interpretations one would expect Jurre’s first utterance in () to be ungrammatical in the same way as (). However, the native speakers among the authors of this article were surprised to find it quite tolerable, so we decided to include a scrambled bare plural condition in the final experiment anyway. If the items were to turn out unacceptable they would most likely get a very low score on the acceptability scale. Prediction-wise we assume the acceptability of the continuations in the bare plural conditions to be support for the wide-scope potential of bare plurals and their unacceptability to be support for the narrow-scope -only view of bare plurals. This is exactly what we got. The item in () scored . on average with a standard deviation of . and the worst result we got for an unscrambled bare plural was . with a standard deviation of ..
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. Conclusion In this paper we have argued that there is a simple, cross-linguistically applicable experiment that allows us to test whether bare nominals can take wide scope or not. The rationale behind it is that if bare nominals are able to take wide scope we expect them to pattern with full indefinites and not with NPIs in contexts that force them to take wide scope over negation. Results from the English version of this experiment strongly suggest that bare nominals and in particular bare plurals can take wide scope. Note that the results don’t show that bare nominals productively take wide scope. They do however show that their preference for narrow scope is not grammatically enforced. These findings go counter all analyses of bare nominals that built obligatory narrow scope into their semantics (cf. Carlson a, Chierchia , Wilkinson , Gerstner-Link and Krifka , Krifka , and many others). Appendix: The English questionnaire items This is the complete list of items of the English questionnaire. For ease of reference we indicate the status of each item and italicize the negation and the singular indefinite/bare plural/NPI.



. Negative Polarity Item  Aidan and Brenda discuss the homework they are about to hand in, which consists of five assignments. The professor has announced that handing in at least four of these is the minimum requirement for a passing grade. Aidan: Brenda: Aidan: Brenda:



Did you manage to finish all five assignments? No, I didn’t have time to look at any of them. Sounds like you have a problem . . . Nah, I’ll be fine. I finished four of them, so I should get a passing grade.



. Filler David and Eve discuss yesterday’s party. David: Eve: David: Eve:



Hey, did you see my sisters at the party yesterday? No, I didn’t see either of them. Oh, weird, I could’ve sworn they were planning to attend. I did meet your brother, though.



. Singular Indefinite  David has just returned from a concert. Claire wonders how it was. Claire: David: Claire: David:



You’re looking a bit disappointed. Well, it was pretty OK, but they didn’t play a song I was hoping for . . . None of the songs you were hoping for whatsoever? Oh, they played some of them. Just not my absolute favorite.
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. Bare Plural  Eve and Flynn work for the same company. One of their colleagues has recently been fired. Eve: Flynn: Eve: Flynn:



Do you know why they sent Geoffrey packing? Well, he has not cooperated with colleagues on his team since last Christmas. His team, that’s Judy, Vikash, and Alexander, right? That’s right. He did work with Alexander, but he flat out refused to even talk to Vikash and Judy.



. Filler Claire has been dating David, Aidan’s former roommate, for a couple of weeks now. Aidan: Claire: Aidan: Claire:



So, how are things going between you and David? Wonderful, mostly. I don’t like some of his habits, though. Let me guess. He still stuffs away unwashed dishes under his bed? He used to do that?? I haven’t dared to look under his bed so far, but I have been wondering where my favorite mug went.



. Filler Brenda’s American friend Natalie, who’s currently travelling through Europe, has come to visit her. Brenda introduces her to Eve. Eve: So, Natalie, where will you be going next? Natalie: I don’t really know yet. I’m probably just going to take random trains and see where I end up. Eve: I can recommend Berlin. It’s a great city. Natalie: I hope so, because I was planning to go there tomorrow!



. Bare Plural  Flynn is throwing a party next week. According to the rumours, he and his girlfriend Lisa had a fight over it. Brenda: David: Brenda: David:



Do you know why Lisa is angry with Flynn? She’s angry because he didn’t invite friends of hers to his party. You mean just like last year, when he didn’t invite Karen and Chris? Yeah. He did invite Karen and Chris this year, but he didn’t invite Jocelyn and Midori.



. Negative Polarity Item  Claire wants to enter in a pet contest with her guinea pig Elvis. Brenda: Claire: Brenda: Claire:



Hey, Claire! How’s Elvis’s training going? Well, he still can’t do a single trick. Are you sure it’s a good idea to enter that contest then? Oh, yes. He can do four other tricks already and we’ve still got a month.
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. Singular Indefinite  Aidan has been on a date with a literature student last night. Flynn: How was your date? Aidan: Well, she seemed to think I was an illiterate barbarian because I’ve never read a famous Dostoyevsky novel. Flynn: Really? Aidan: Yes, really. Notes from the Underground; apparently that’s her personal favorite. She seemed really disappointed that the only Dostoyevsky novel I ever read was Crime and Punishment.



. Filler Flynn and Aidan discuss movies. Aidan: Flynn: Aidan: Flynn:



Have you had time to see some of the movies I recommended? No, sorry, I haven’t seen any of them yet. That’s OK. There’s no hurry. But I’m still planning to, really. I heard it’s a very good movie.



. Bare Plural  Claire and Elvis have participated in the pet contest, but it did not turn out well. Eve: Brenda: Eve: Brenda:



Do you know why Claire looked so upset? Her guinea pig didn’t perform tricks from the required list at the contest. It was probably frightened. . . I think so too. She got him to do the first required trick, but the applause scared him so much that he just froze and refused to do anything else.



. Filler Flynn and David discuss their love lives. David: My girlfriend just discovered the dirty dishes under my bed. Now she thinks I’m disgusting. Flynn: At least she doesn’t dump you for not sufficiently appreciating Dostoyevsky novels. David: Who dumped who over Dostoyevsky, then? Flynn: Well, Aidan has read at least two of his books.
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